Ink Agitator

The most sophisticated color system in the world won’t do your press operators much good if they can’t maintain ink consistency through the run. That’s why Harris & Bruno International designed an ink agitator that combines today’s innovative technology with quality, reliability, simplicity and an elevated level of service & support.

What can it do for my business?

Value-Added Benefits
- Eliminates ink skinning (dried ink) which prevents “hickies”
- Quick color changes with easy-to-remove agitator cones
- Prevents extra roller & blanket wash-ups
- Assures consistent ink flow without air bubbles
- Controls ink’s moisture content, color density & viscosity
- Ink pickup is consistent and controlled from job to job
- Designed for use with UV, metallic & other specialty inks
- Prevents difficult inks from separating
- Assures ink spread across entire fountain length
- Simple design that is safe to operate

Why we out-perform our competition!

Innovative Design Features
- Motorless, lubricated & sealed ball bearing assembly
- Requires only 75 psi of air pressure to operate
- No dedicated power cords required
- Smooth, quiet operation even in large ink fountains
- Agitator cones “match” the ink fountain
- Adjustable stroke & agitation speed
- Custom designed to your press make & model

Why Harris & Bruno International?

The H&B Guarantee!
- We promise the mechanical operation of our equipment
- Should a problem occur that we can’t solve we will refund your money!
- All our equipment is backed by our 3-year limited product warranty!
- Our service department is unmatched in the industry!
- We have been providing printing & coating solutions since 1948!